Introduction
Let K be a eld of characteristic 0 and n be a positive integer. For every element of the symmetric group S n we put D( ) := fk j 1 k < n; k > (k + 1) g:
Let n be the K-subspace of the group algebra KS n generated by all elements By a result of L. Solomon 7] , n is multiplicatively closed. Therefore n is a subalgebra of KS n , called Solomon's descent algebra. The Jacobson radical of n is denoted by Rad n . In this paper we obtain a description of the descending Loewy series ((Rad n ) j ) j 0 of n .
Let N be the free monoid over the alphabet N. For every q; r 2 N we write qr for the concatenation of q and r. If q 1 ; : : :; q k 2 N; q = q 1 q k 2 N and n = q 1 + + q k , then q is called a decomposition of n, k its length, for which we use the notations q n; jqj = k resp. Let D n be the linear span (in the semigroup algebra KN ) of all q 2 N such that q n. Clearly, dimD n = 2 n?1 = dim n . The standard Lie product in KN is de ned by u v := uv ? vu (u; v 2 KN ):
Inductively, we set u 1] u h] The aim of this paper is to prove that (Rad n ) j may be identi ed with R (j) (D n ). We construct a vector space isomorphism ! of D n onto n with the property that R (j) (D n )! = (Rad n ) j for all j. (This is a rough description of 2.5.) An important intermediate result is a formula for the product of the images ! r ; ! q of two arbitrary decompositions r; q of n under ! (1.5) . This formula is the reason for the occurrence of the standard Lie product in our description of the descending Loewy series of n .
There is a natural left action of S k on the set of all q 2 N of length k, viz. q 1 q k := q 1 q k ( 2 S k ): In 1.3 we show that the image q (q n) of h q j 2 S jqj i K under ! is an indecomposable left ideal of n , and n is the direct sum of all these left ideals.
Products of basis elements of n
If is a function de ned on a set B and if A B, we write j A for the restriction of to A. An ordered partition of B is a tuple P = (P 1 ; : : :; P k ) where P 1 ; : : : ; P k are mutually disjoint non-empty subsets of B such that B = S j2k P j . For every n 2 N 0 we write n for the set of all k 2 N such that 1 k n. In particular, 0 = ;. Let n 2 N. As in 2, p. 3] we set X n := f j 2 S n ; 1 > 2 > > 1 < < (n ? 1) < n g:
More generally, for every ordered partition P = (P 1 ; : : : ; P k ) of n we put X P := f j 2 S n ; j P j has a unique relative minimum, for every j 2 k g; X P := f j 2 X P ; P j = P j for all j 2 k g: (Then X (n) = X n = X (n) ). For any 2 X P , j 2 k , let d j ( ) := jP j \ a j j ? 1 where a j 2 P j is the relative minimum of j P j , and
Generalizing the de nition of ! n = P (Then ! (n) = ! n = ! (n) .) For every string q over an alphabet X (of length jqj =: k), the j-th letter of q will be denoted by q j (j 2 k). For every decomposition q = q 1 q k of n, the standard partition relative to q is de ned to be the k-tuple P q := (P q 1 ; : : :; P q k ) where P q j := (q 1 + + q j?1 ) + q j for all j 2 k . For brevity, we put X q := X P q ; X q := X P q ;
! q := ! P q ; ! q := ! P q :
For all 2 X q we have d P q ( ) = d( ) := jfj j j 2 n ? 1 ; j > (j + 1) gj (which is usually called the defect of , for arbitrary 2 S n ).
In the free associative K-algebra KX over an alphabet X 1 , the K-linear span of all products of length n over X is a KS n -module via the Weyl action (on the positions of the letters) which is given by x 1 x n := x 1 x n (x 1 ; : : :; x n 2 X; 2 S n ):
The following identity was attributed to Gr un in 6]:
! n x 1 x n = x 1 x n (1) (where we have used the same notation for the Lie product in KX as we have introduced for KN in our introduction). We shall need the following generalization of (1):
! q x 1 x n = (2) (x 1 x q 1 )(x q 1 +1 x q 1 +q 2 ) (x q 1 + +q k?1 +1 x n ) for every q = q 1 q k n:
Proof. Every 2 X q has a representation as a product 1 k where i j := ( i for i 2 P q j i for i 2 n n P q j (i 2 n ):
by (1).
2
We now establish a simple connection between ! q and ! q . For every q n let S q be the set of all 2 S n such that j P q j is increasing for all j 2 k (where k = jqj), called the Solomon system for q in S n . Then S q is a right transversal of the Young subgroup Y q := f 2 S n j P q j = P q j for all j 2 kg in S n . We put q := P Hence the elements q (q n) form a K-basis of n . This basis was introduced by Solomon 7] . There is a strong connection with the character theory of S n : For every q n we write q for the Young character (1 Y q ) Sn . There is an algebra epimorphism c of n onto the algebra of all class functions of S n over K such that c( q ) = q for all q n ( 7] i.e., I s (r) (F s (r) resp.) is the ordinary product (obtained by multiplication in N) of all initial ( nal resp.) elements occurring in the subdivision of r induced by s. In particular, I r (r) = r 1 r`= F r (r); I n (r) = r 1 ; F n (r) = r`. Occasionally it will be convenient to write r as a brief notation for I n (r); r y for F n (r 1.1 Proposition Let q n. Then the product mapping ( ; ) 7 ! ( ; 2 S n ) induces a bijection of X q S q onto X q . Furthermore, ! q = !.
Proof. We have X q S q X q by the de nition of S q . As S q is a right transversal of Y q in S n and X q Y q , the restriction of the product mapping to X q S q is injective. Let 2 X q and be the permutation which maps P q j increasingly onto P q j , for all j 2 jqj . Then (11) is obviously a special case of (10). As the elements r (r n) form a K-basis of n and F s (s) 6 = 0 for all s n, (10) implies that the elements ! s (s n) form a K-basis of n . Hence it su ces to prove (10). Our next aim is to describe an arbitrary product r ! q (r; q n) as a linear combination of the elements ! s (s n). It will turn out that the coe cient of ! s in that linear combination is di erent from 0 only if s = q for an appropriate 2 S jqj . The calculation of r ! q will be based on 1.2.
This will enable us to make use of a known formula (see (14)) for the product r t (r; t n) which is essentially due to Solomon 7] and may be found explicitly in 3, Prop. The cardinality of a set of this kind will be denoted by replacing M by m, e.g. : m r q (s) := jM r q (s)j; m q (s) := jM q (s)j. Now we are ready to recall the above-mentioned formula: r q = X s n m r q (s) s (q; r n): (14) There is a strong formal analogy with the formula which will be proved in 1.3, namely r ! q = X s n m r q (s)! s (q; r n):
We write s q if there exists a permutation 2 S jqj such that s = q.
Clearly we have m r q (s) 6 = 0 , M r q (s) 6 = ; , s r and s q; and M q is the disjoint union of the sets M q ( _ q) ( _). If q = q 1 q k n and q 1 : : : q k , then q is called a partition of n (written q`n). The number of all partitions of n is denoted by p(n). An easy consequence of 7, Theorem 1, Theorem 3] is dim K ( n =Rad n ) = p(n) (15) (see also 2, (49)]). A left ideal of n is called one-headed if there is a unique maximal element in the set of all left ideals of n properly contained in . Obviously, every one-headed left ideal is an indecomposable left ideal. A direct decomposition of n into indecomposable left ideals has been described in 3, Theorem 4.3]. (Note that in 3] products of permutations are read from right to left.) We give a di erent decomposition in the following result which is basic for the rest of this paper.
1.3 Lemma For all q n let q := n ! q . Then q is a one-headed left ideal of n . Moreover, q = h! _q j _ q n; _i K , and n = L We conclude that dim K (( p + Rad n )=Rad n ) = 1, by (15). Hence p is one-headed.
We now proceed to prove (16). Let q n; k := jqj. To each matrix A 2 M q we associate a system of k matrices A(1); : : :; A(k). Each for all j 2 k : Let A + be the matrix with k columns the j-th column of which is c(A(j)) (j 2 k ). Then A + 2 M q .
If A + 2 M, then A 2 M; w(A + ) q, and for every j 2 k the non-zero entries of A(j) form a row of A(j).
We now x r; q n and put U := fA j A 2 M r q ; A + 2 Mg; V := M r q n U. In order to prove (19) we subdivide K into three mutually disjoint subsets F; G; H. Let In the following result we make use of the notation introduced in (4). For any matrix A let A y be the last row of A.
We now prove the assertion (b) of 1.5. By (11) and (16) We 
Let u (v resp.) be the string which arises by deleting in q 0 1 q 0 h?1 (q 0 h+2 q 0 k resp.) all letters q 0 i which are equal to s. We put`:= juj + 1 and set q 00 := uq 0 h q 0 h+1 s as(q) v. Then q 00 q, and a repeated application of (29) Proof. We consider rst the case j = 1. The claim is then the following: We may now show the inclusion L(j; q) Rad (j) q by induction on j. Since Rad (j) n = L q`n Rad (j) q , 2.5 implies that Rad (j) n = R (j) (D n )! as asserted in our introduction. In particular, Rad (n?1) n = 0 while Rad (n?2) n is the 1-dimensional space generated by ! (21 n?2 ) (n 2). A consequence is Atkinson's result that the nilpotency index of Rad n is n ? 1 ( 1] ).
